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The holidays are known for being merry and bright, but they're also known for being the deadliest season when it comes to
drunk driving. Every holiday season .... But there can be a dark side to the holiday cheer: drunk driving and the injuries and
deaths that result. Every December we see a spike in highway fatalities in the .... Holiday Drunk Driving Quiz. While the
holidays are often filled with joy and promise for an exciting new year, they can also be a time when many people over- .... Be
Aware and Plan Ahead to Prevent Drunk Driving Crashes This Holiday Season. Drinking and Driving This Holiday Season
Many Americans look forward to the .... More people drink during the holidays due to numerous parties and other festivities. ...
When arrested for drunk driving, these people often show a relatively low .... Studies show that in December, an average of 25
people a day will die in drunk driving incidents. Longer-term data suggest that traffic fatalities do tend to spike .... Last year,
nearly 900 people were killed in drunk driving crashes during this time. David Greene from our friends at Greene & Phillips
stopped .... According to a couple different sources, here are some interesting statistics on holiday drinking and driving: 40% of
highway deaths during the .... What is the Most Dangerous Holiday for Drunk Driving? How would you answer this question?
Do you think New Year's Eve is the worst .... There is a certain time of the year when I can expect calls to my office asking for
help with DUI arrests to increase - extra cases of driving drunk usually come my .... Throughout the year, more than 10,000
people die on U.S. roads —equal to 20 jumbo jets crashing — because of drunk driving. More drinking and driving during ....
Last year, nearly 900 people were killed in drunk driving crashes during this time. David Greene from our friends at Greene &
Phillips joined us .... Every holiday season, hundreds of lives are lost due to drunk drivers. Nationally, over the past 5 years, an
average of 300 people died in drunk driving crashes the week between Christmas and New Year. ... During the Holiday season,
law enforcement agencies will increase patrols and .... Using the FARS “Holiday-related” variable, we were able to understand
the effects that a holiday has on traffic fatalities for the week. There's much to celebrate and .... The NHTSA published
statistics showing drunk driving fatalities rates through the Christmas and New Year holidays as compared with the other 25
days in .... Drunk driving is a problem on our nation's roads every day, but it's more prevalent during the holidays. During the
New Year's and Christmas periods in 2018, ...

Jump to Recovery during the Holidays - Binge drinking during the holidays may seem to be the ... “Sobering Statistics on
Holiday Drinking and Driving.. The holidays is the most dangerous time of the year on the road due to drunk drivers. Use these
tips to avoid drunk driving accidents during the .... In case 40 percent of accidents isn't alarming enough, SCRAM Systems
rounded up additional data to find out how impactful alcohol is on the .... During the Christmas and New Year's Day holiday
periods in 2018 alone, there were more drunk-driving-related fatalities (285) than during any ...
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